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UOP Welcomes
its 22nd President

Bill and Pat Atchley

ATCHLEY
ASSUMES
PRESIDENCY
Bill Atchley

by Doyle Minden

"TV- Bill L. Atchley became the 22nd presi-

*-^dent of the University of the Pacific on
July 1, succeeding Stanley E. McCaffrey who
retired after 16 years as head of California's
first chartered institution of higher education.
He is the fourth head of the University
since its move to Stockton from San Jose in
1924. His predecessors were Tully C. Knoles
who served from 1919 to 1946; Robert E.
Burns, 1946-1971, and McCaffrey, 1971-1987.
Atchley comes to the University from
Washington, D.C., where he was president of
the National Science Center for Communica
tions and Electronics Foundation, an or
ganization devoted to improving the use of
high technology in classroom teaching.
Prior to that position he was president of
Clemson University in South Carolina from
1979-85.
In announcing the appointment of
Atchley, Robert M. Eberhardt, chairman of
the Board of Regents, stated: "We are ex
tremely pleased to have a man of Bill
Atchley's academic and administrative ex
perience assume the leadership of the Univer
sity. Dr. Atchley will continue the forward
momentum of the University of the Pacific
which has been generated by Stan McCaffrey
over the past 16 years. We believe Dr.
Atchley will help us achieve many of the
goals we have for making Pacific an institu
tion of even higher quality in the years to
come."
Atchley, 55, and his wife Pat are natives
of Cape Girardeau, Mo. and they have three
children: Julie, a graduate of Southeast Mis
souri University; Pam, a graduate of Clem
son, and David, who will graduate from Wofford College in Spartanburg, S.C. next spring.
Atchley earned a Bachelor of Science degree
and a Master of Science degree, both in civil
engineering, from the University of Missouri,
Rolla and a Ph.D. in civil engineering from
Texas A&M.
While at Clemson, he launched that in
stitution's largest fund raising effort with an
$89 million "Challenge to Greatness" cam
paign in 1982. Also, during Atchley's ad
ministration Clemson became the repository
for the official papers of U.S. Senator Strom
Thurmond and established the Strom Thur
mond Center for Excellence in Government
and Public Service. Atchley worked with

President Bill and Pat Atchley stand with Board of Regents Chairman Robert and Mimi Eberhardt at the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall Dedication.

Texas Governor John B. Connally, national
chairman of the drive, to raise $25 million to
endow the Center.
Prior to going to Clemson, Atchley was
dean of the College of Engineering at West
Virginia University from 1975 to 1979 and
professor of engineering mechanics at the
University of Missouri, Rolla from 1966 to
1975.
While at West Virginia University,
Atchley established the College of Engineer
ing's Effective Teaching Center, initiated a
working research contract agreement with
the National Institute of Occupational Safety
and Health, directed a group which brought
a $24 million fluidized bed to WVU and
served as budget officer for a $63 million
rapid transit system.
He also has served on a wide range of ad
visory boards. He wasscience and energy ad
visor to Governor Hearne and Governor
Bond of Missouri, Governor Moore, Gover
nor Rockefeller and the legislature of West
Virginia, and to Governor Riley of South
Carolina.
His civic activities have included serving
as chairman of the Governor's Commission
on Energy, Economy and Environment in
West Virginia, a member of the Board of
Directors of the Morgantown Chamber of
Commerce, a member of the administrative
board of the First Methodist Church, and
chairman of the Council of Ministers for the
Wesley Methodist Church.

In addition, he has held a wide range of
directorates and committee assignments, in
cluding chairman of the Council of Presi
dents for the state-supported colleges and
universities of South Carolina, and chairman
and committee member of several energy-re
lated commissions.
He continues to hold membership in a
wide range of professional engineering as
sociations.
His non-academic experience includes
two seasons as a professional pitcher with
the New York Giants organization.
The new president expressed his great
pleasure upon arriving on the campus to as
sume his new duties. Tat and I are pleased
to be a part of the University of the Pacific,"
commented the President, whose given first
name is Bill, not William. "We look forward
to becoming acquainted with the faculty, stu
dents and alumni of the University in the
coming weeks and months. The University of
the Pacific has a distinguished history and a
tradition of caring for students and concern
for quality education. It is my hope that we
can build on that foundation to make Pacific
an even finer University."
A series of meetings and receptions are
being planned on the campus and by Alumni
Pacific Clubs throughout California to
provide opportunities for Dr. and Mrs.
Atchley to meet the UOP community. A for
mal inauguration of the 22nd President will
be held later in the academic year.

PRESIDENTIAL
SEARCH
W hen Bill Atchley assumed the presidency of the
University of the Pacific on ]uly 1, it completed a pro
cess that had been initiated more than a year earlier.
The process began in May, 1986 at the Commence
ment Convocation when President Stanley E. McCaf
frey announced his intention to retire effective July 1,
1987 after nearly 16 years as head of the University.
In June, the Board of Regents established the pro
cedure to select a new president by naming two com
mittees to conduct the search.
The actual search was conducted by a 15-member
campus committee headed by Gordon M. Schaber,
dean of the University's McGeorge School of Law. The
campus committee provided the seven-member Regents
Committee, headed by Board Chairman Robert M.
Eberhardt, with the names of three to five candidates
not ranked in any order of preference who would be
invited to the campus for interviews. The final selec
tion of Atchley was voted upon by the full Board of
Regents following a recommendation from the Regents
committee.
The campus committee consisted of a chairman
and six deans appointed by the Board of Regents, six
faculty members elected by the Academic Council, a
student designated by the student government associa
tion, and an alumnus selected by the Pacific Alumni
Association.
By August 1986, the campus committee had
established a search procedure and determined quali
fications of the candidates. The names of candidates
were received from a wide range of sources, including
advertisements in national publications. This phase of
the search continued throughout the fall. Also, a pro
fessional executive search firm was retained to assist
in the process.
By Dec. 1, a total of 205 prospective candidates
had been presented to the search committee. Of this
total, 169 nominees and applicants became active
candidates.
The initial screening lowered the number of ac
tive candidates to 51. This group included 23 univer
sity or college presidents, 22 vice presidents, two deans,
and four individuals who were not currently in higher
education.
In March, Search Chairman Schaber announced
that three candidates had been.invited by the Regents
Committee for campus visits to meet with members
of the UOP community. Each candidate met with a
wide range of committees during their visits and con
cluded with meetings open to all members of the cam
pus community who were free to ask questions.
On April 9 Board Chairman Eberhardt announc
ed the appointment and acceptance of Bill Atchley as
the 22nd president of the University effective July 1,

UOP Repertory
Celebrates 36th
Summer Season

Regents Endorse
Collider
The University's Board of Regents
has given its blessing to the propos
ed Superconductor Super Collider,
endorsing its placement in the San
Joaquin Valley. In unanimously pass
ing the resolution, the regents cited
research, financial and educational
benefits that the $4.4 billion highenergy particle accelerator would
bring to the San Joaquin Valley.
The Regents pointed out the
thousands of jobs which building and
operating the collider would produce,
and the availability of scientific per
sonnel at the facility (only 14 miles
from Stockton), which, according to
President Stanley McCaffrey, would
". . .bring to our area a scientific
community virtually unmatched any
where in the nation or the world."
The resolution also urged that the
State of California "continue making
every effort to accommodate the con
cerns of land owners in the region of
the site with respect to environmen
tal impact and agriculture."

Student Named

as Presser Foun
dation Scholar
Tracy Martin, a voice performance
major in the Conservatory, has been
awarded a prestigious Presser Foun
dation Scholarship.
The $1,500 scholarship was be
stowed upon recommendation of the
Conservatory faculty for Martin's
outstanding achievements as a music
major. Martin is currently maintain
ing a 3.96 grade point average.
The award is funded by the Pres
ser Foundation, headquartered in
Bryn Mawr, Penn.

Law School Wins
Moot Court
Championship
McGeorge School of Law recently
captured the 1987 Roger Tray nor
California Moot Court Champion
ship. McGeorge defeated UC Davis
in the final round of the 14-school
competition, in which students pre
sented hypothetical appellate cases
before a panel of judges. The victory
was UOP's third in the annual event's
17-year history.
McGeorge students Bill Oxley
and Mark Meckler, assisted by thirdyear student Patricia Curtin, won the
oral competition. A California
Supreme Court Justice and three
judges of the California 9th Circuit
Court of Appeals presided over the
event. McGeorge Professor Brian
Landsberg served as the team's
adviser.

Holt Atherton's sister Nancy Pellaton and President Stan McCaf
frey stand by the late regent's
portrait.

Late Regent
Holt Atherton
Honored
The late Holt Atherton, a Texas busi
nessman instrumental in the building
of the new library facilities, was
honored on May 1.
A portrait of Atherton, who died
in March, 1986 at age 65, was unveil
ed and a conference room dedicated
in his name.
Named to the Board of Regents
in 1980, Atherton made a major con
tribution to the Holt-Atherton Center
for Western Studies and led the ma
jor fund drive to build the new
University library.

Greek Awards
Banquet Held
Outstanding Greek organizations and
students were recognized at the fifth
annual Greek Awards Banquet in
early May.
Phi Delta Chi received the Greek
Service Award and Delta Delta Delta
was awarded the Greek Scholarship
Award. Delta Delta Delta's Cathy
Wall, a senior Sports Medicine ma
jor from Atherton, was named the
Greek Woman of the Year. Tony
Perino, a junior mathematics-eco
nomics major from Thousand Oaks,
was selected as the Greek Man of the
Year.
Two first-time awards were be
stowed: The Award of Merit to Alpha
Chi Omega and an invitation to 17
members of the Greek system to
become charter members of the
Order of Omega, a national leader
ship organization recognizing those
fraternity women and men who have
been particularly outstanding.
The charter members are: Norman
Allen, Phi Delta Theta; Elizabeth Arnone, Patricia Fellows and Sharon
Reese, Kappa Alpha Theta; Kara
Ascarrunz, Dana Hazard and Erica
Warren, Delta Gamma; Kraig
Kawada and Marc Villers, Omega
Phi Alpha; Carole Ketscher, Tanya
Roth and Catherine Wall, Delta Delta
Delta; Sonja Paoletti and Cheryl
Petro, Alpha Chi Omega; Tony
Perino, Archania; Alden Smith, Phi
Delta Chi, and Christopher Woo,
Kappa Psi.

UOP's summer repertory company is
celebrating its 36th season at the
historic Fallon House Theatre in the
mother lode town of Columbia. A 19member cast is presenting two musi
cals and three comedies through the
eight-week season (52 performances
in all), which ends Aug. 16.
Under the direction of UOP
drama professor Dr. William Wolak,
the plays being performed are: The
Pajama Game, California Suite.
Paint Your Wagon, The Bedroom
Farce and Love, Sex and the I.R.S.
Tickets, including weekend mat
inees, special discounts and travel
packages, are still available. For
reservations and other information,
call the Fallon House Box Office at
(209) 532-4644.

Mile Feat
Commemorated
On June 1,1957, Don Bowden, com
peting for UC Berkeley, accomplish
ed an American track milestone when
he clocked 3 minutes and 58.7
seconds on UOP's Baxter Stadium
track. He was the first American to
tun the mile in less than four minutes,
and at the time his mark was the
world's third fastest for a four-lap
mile.
On May 1, Bowden was present
as UOP officials erected a historical
marker honoring his feat. The marker
was placed adjacent to Raymond
Great Hall, approximately 20 yards
from the finish line of the no-longer
existing Baxter Stadium track.
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3601 Pacific Avenue, Stockton,
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University of the Pacific, Stockton,
California 95211. Pacific Review
(ISSN 0164-9426).

Music Education
Classes Offered

Phonathon a Ringing Success
by Liz Konold

Dr. Lois Harrison, Chair of the De
partment of Music Education, will be
conducting two three-day workshops
dealing with teaching both secondary
and elementary students.
The first workshop, Music Edu
cation for the Non-Performing Secon
dary Student, offered Aug. 11-13,
will emphasize strengthening critical
thinking skills related to music.
The second workshop. Elemen
tary Music Education Workshop, to
be held Aug. 18-20, is designed for
elementary classroom and general
music specialists. Seven musical ac
tivities — listening, singing, playing,
moving, creating, reading and writing
— will be employed to teach the ele
ments of music through a conceptual
approach.
Attention will be given to the
partnership between the classroom
teacher and music specialist.
The two courses will be held
from 8-11 a.m. and 1-3 p.m. in the
Choral Rehearsal Hall. Cost for each
course is $55 for one unit of extend
ed education credit.

Regent Herbert Yee, President Stanley
McCaffrey, School of Dentistry Alumni
Association President Theodore Lee and
Dentistry Dean Arthur Dugoni attended
the UOP Alumni Association annual
meeting.

Medallions of
Distinction
Awarded by
Dental School
Three alumni and two non-alumni
were honored with Medallion of
Distinction awards by the School of
Dentistry Alumni Association.
Alumni honored for their contri
butions to the school and to dentistry
were: Dr. Fletcher M. Craig, '50,
Dr. Judson Klooster, '47, and Dr. R.
Neil Smithwick, '48. President
Stanley E. McCaffrey and Dorothy
Minto received Medallions in the
non-alumni category.
"The Medallion of Distinction
awards were developed by the asso
ciation to honor individuals who have
contributed significantly to the
school, the profession and the com
munity," noted Dr. David B.
Nielsen, executive director of the
association.

George Wilson gave a moving
speech at the dedication ceremony
for Wilson Hall.

George Wilson
Hall Dedicated
The headquarters of the new School
of International Studies, formerly the
El Centro Building, have been nam
ed in honor of long-time UOP Regent
George Wilson for his 46-year ser
vice to the University and efforts in
helping establish the new School.
Wilson is a rancher in Clarksburg.

Commencement
Awards
Presented
Pacific's commencement exercises,
held May 15-17, featured the presen
tation of two honorary degrees and
three "Order of the Pacific" awards.
Retiring President Stanley E.
McCaffrey received the University's
highest award, the "Order of the
Pacific." McCaffrey was also hon
ored by the University Board of
Regents, which renamed the Univer
sity Center in his honor and establish
ed an endowed scholarship fund in his
name.
Also receiving Order of the
Pacific Awards were two retiring
faculty members, Robert Smutny,
professor of classics at UOP for 32
years, and his late wife, Ernestine,
a faculty and library staff member at
UOP for 24 years.
A.W. Clausen, president of the
Bank of America, and Lawrence A.
DeRicco, retiring president of San
Joaquin Delta college, both received
honorary Doctor of Laws degrees.

Nine teams of callers competed in the recent Phonathon
1987, raising over $22,000 from 550 donors for the Annual
Pacific Fund. Members of the Delta Sigma Pi business frater
nity won the top team prize of a free river raft trip donated
by Trowbridge Recreation, Inc. The Delta Sigs received
$3,815 in pledges from 125 donors.
Other teams competing were actives and pledges of the
Delta Gamma sorority and the Phi Delta Theta fraternity,
the Public Relations Student Society of America, a faculty/
administration team captained by Vice President Judith
Chambers, student members of Dr. Carol Ann Hall's public
relations classes, and a group of independent callers.
Julie Rapp, a junior from Laguna Beach, was the top
overall individual caller, winning a cordless phone and din
ner at Luigi Murphy's. Scott Mori, a junior from Placentia,
was runner-up. Winner of the "tops in spirit" was Julie Mattraw, a senior from Danville who chaired the Phonathon.
Callers contacted alumni from the classes of 1970
through 1985 to increase their participation rate and gifts to
UOP. The annual Pacific Fund raises $1 million per year
to provide additional money for needs such as scholarships,
faculty research and development, and resources for the
library and language labs.

23-year age difference, the two were
married in 1964 and eventually set
tled in St. Augustine, Fla. where
Sharon died in May 1986.
In memory of his wife, Krakora
created an endowed scholarship fund
with a special gift of $50,000. The
scholarship will be awarded each year
to a female student working part-time
to put herself through college. The
student must also be an American
citizen who has set a good example
of high citizenship qualities.
Krakora is so proud of the fund
honoring his wife's achievements
during her life that he plans to have
a bequest of $250,000 added to the
fund upon his death. The University
is pleased to help provide this recog
nition to the memory of Sharon
Brookhart Krakora, class of 1960.

Krakora Fund
Initiated
Stocktonian Sharon Brookhart grad
uated from the College of the Pacific
in 1960 with plans to begin a teaching
career. However, Sharon soon be
came disenchanted with the air of per
missiveness and lack of parental sup
port that hindered discipline in the
classroom, and left her teaching
career to accept a position in an East
Bay bank.
About the same time, L. J.
Krakora had immigrated from
Czechoslovakia by way of Canada
and found his way to the East Bay
where he met Sharon. Despite their

Pharmacy School
Awarded Grant
The School of Pharmacy was recently
awarded a $22,438 grant from the
SmithKline Beckman Corporation to
enhance its internship program.
Dr. Robert Gehres, assistant pro
fessor of pharmacy and coordinator

of the grant, says the award will sup
port development of a placement ex
amination for UOP students entering
their experimental pharmacy educa
tion rotations.
Chosen from 52 applicants, UOP
was one of 15 pharmacy colleges to
receive grants.

Alumni Honor
Graduates
The Pacific Alumni Association hon
ored 12 students as the Outstanding
Graduating Seniors of 1987 at a lun
cheon in May. The recipients, nomi
nated by each academic division of
the University, are:
School of Business and Public
Administration — James Greenfield
of Brighton, Colo, and Kris I.
Kavasch of Fremont; College of the
Pacific — Social and Behavioral
Sciences category: Roy a Bauman of
Alameda; Natural Sciences Category:
Eric Fajardo of Sacramento; Human
ities Category: Carrie Lundeen of
Sacramento.
Conservatory of Music —
Tamara Landes of Los Altos; School
of Dentistry — David Baker of Simi
Valley; School of Education — Debra
Rambur of Lathrop, and School of
Engineering — Donald Alderrou of
Canyon Country.
McGeorge School of Law —
Day Division: Mark Jenson of
Modesto; Evening Division: Daniel
Johnson of Hawthorne; School of
Pharmacy — Michael Gosland of
Roseville, and University College —
Pat Green of Stockton.

Grants Adviser
Certified
Rita H. Hillis, Academic Grants Ad
viser, recently became one of 87 pro
fessional fund raisers to be designated
as a certified Fund Raising Executive
by the National Society of Fund Rais
ing Executives (NSFRE). Only 17
percent of professional fund raisers
nationwide have received this certif
ication.
To become certified, a candidate
must possess an accepted level of
fund raising experience, successful
ly raise a significant amount of money
for nonprofit organizations, and con
tribute to the advancement of fund
raising and philanthropic manage
ment. In addition, each candidate
must pass an examination which tests
fund raising skills and knowledge in
all aspects of the field.
The NSFRE is an educational
organizaton based in Alexandria,
Va., with a membership of over
7,500 professional fund raisers from
throughout the country.

Grant Received
for School of
International
Studies
The Consortium for the Advancement
of Private Higher Education
(CAPHE) recently awarded the Uni
versity a $45,552 grant to support the
new School of International Studies.
The grant provides for a fiveweek seminar this summer to aid the
school's faculty in instituting the
school's curriculum. Courses will be
offered beginning in the Fall semester
with an expected enrollment of 150
students.
CAPHE president Michael
O'Keefe emphasized, "(The UOP)
project impressed our reviewers as a
thorough. . .interdisciplinary ap
proach to international education."
President Stanley McCaffrey added,
"We believe this seminar will be of
vital importance in assuring that the
curriculum of the School will be well
planned. . .It should prove extreme
ly helpful in preparing the total aca
demic program of the new School for
its beginning in the fall semester."
UOP, which will match the
grant, received the third highest
award and was one of 28 independent
universities out of over 100 possible
recipients from across the U.S.
chosen by CAPHE.

Former Visiting
Professor
Receives Award
Dr. Joseph Roberts, a visiting asso
ciate professor in the Department of
Special Education from 1980-82, has
been honored by the American Coun
cil on Special Education for his sig
nificant contributions to rural special
education in the United States.
Roberts, who received his doctrate from UOP in 1962, is currently
the program manager for the "Spe
cial Education for Rural Populations
Program" at San Jose State Uni
versity.

Award-nominated role in the Alfred
Hitchcock thriller "Psycho." She has
also appeared on Broadway and in
numerous television programs in the
last 20 years. Since 1965 Janet has
been a member of the successful
charity organization, SHARE, INC.,
and has served as a United States am
bassador to Finland.

tory, has received a Fulbright Schol
arship for the 1987-88 academic year.
VarnBuhler will spend the next year,
beginning in September, teaching
graphic design at BilKent University
in Ankara, Turkey. Also, the Facul
ty Research Committee awarded
VarnBuhler a Scholarly Activity
Grant to support a research project in
graphic design while he is in Turkey.

People!

Janet Leigh
Scholarship
The American Cinema Foundation
has awarded a $1,000 scholarship to
the University in honor of actress
Janet Leigh. The award, to become
part of the UOP General Scholarship
Fund, will be presented to a worthy
student of the University. Leigh, a
music major while at UOP, desig
nated her alma mater to receive the
award.
Leigh has appeared in more than
40 films, including her Academy-

ministration (NASPA), and was
recently selected as the first female
member of the Stockton Rotary Club.

Dr. Judy Chambers, Vice Presi
dent of Student Life, has received a
Doctor of Humane Letters degree
from Heidelberg College in Ohio.
Dr. Chambers also presented Heidel
berg's commencement address entitl
ed "The Road Not Taken."
Chambers recently completed a
term as president of the National
Association of Student Personnel Ad

Dr. Clifford L. Dochterman,
Vice President and Executive Assis
tant, received a Distinguished
Achievement Citation from his alma
mater, Ohio Wesleyan University,
for his promotion of worldwide polio
immunization. As co-founder of Ro
tary International's Health, Hunger
and Humanity (3-H) program, Doch
terman helped create PolioPlus,
which has immunized or approved
plans to immunize 500 million
children in developing countries by
1990. Dochterman delivered the con
vocation address, "Seeking the Good
Life," during Ohio Wesleyan's com
mencement exercises in May.
Ray VarnBubler, associate pro
fessor in charge of Graphic Design
and the Computer Graphics Labora

Pacific Family Day
Something for Everyone
A.11 Pacificons — alumni, parents, friends and their families — are invited to visit the campus
on Oct. 10 for a day-long program of lectures, demonstrations, a barbecue lunch, a band con
cert and a football game.
In honor of the 200th anniversary of the U.S. Constitution, Professor Wallace Caldwell
of the Political Science Department will speak on "The Constitution Revisited," Professor Larry
Meredith will discuss "Religion in American Culture" and Professor Glenn Albaugh will address
"Sports in America."
Constitution-related material will be displayed in the library beginning at 2 p.m.
Political Science and International Studies professor Brian Klunk will look to the future
with Presidential Elections, 1988 Perspectives," while art historian Merrill Schleier will describe
the role played by "The Skyscraper in American Life."
UOP professor and anthropologist Bruce La Brack will present "Native Americans." History
professor Erling Erickson and English professor Charles Clerc will present a slide show and com
mentary on "Life and Literature During America's Roaring Twenties." Jean Matuszak will also
present a historical perspective, "Pharmacy and Medicine in Colonial Days."
These seminars, together with perspectives by Dean Fay Haisley on "New Directions of
Teacher Education,"and Audree O'Connell on "Who Told You that You Don't Need Therapy?"
will challenge participants with new ideas. Laurie Lichter-Heath, School of Business and Public
Administration, will address the question: "Government, Business and Ethics: Are They Com
patible?"
Programs for children include a "Chemistry Magic Show" with Chemistry professor Michael
Minch and UOP students, "Games and Puzzles" with Philosophy professor Gwen Brown and
the movie "Johnny Tremain."
Teenagers will meet with members of the Admissions Office to hear about "The College
Selection Process . . . Why a Private University Might Best Serve Your Needs."
At 11 a.m., they can proceed on a tour of the campus or meet with professor Shirley Jenn
ings, School of Education, to learn about the San Joaquin Delta.
All members of the family can enjoy the School of Engineering demonstrations, various
performances and the football game, beginning at 6:30 p.m., against Long Beach State.
For more information, call the Alumni Office at (209) 946-2391. Join us for a program which
will stimulate your mental constitution!

Dr. Fay Haisley, dean of the
School of Education, and Dr. Donald
Sorby, dean of the School of Phar
macy, have been elected to Phi Kap
pa Phi, a national honor society. They
were nominated by members of the
society for their achievements on the
UOP campus. The UOP chapter in
itiates 2-4 faculty members each year.

Sylvia Bender-Lamb, Universi
ty Libraries, has been appointed to
the Bibliographic Instruction Sec
tion's Continuing Education Commit
tee. Numbering over 3,000 members,
the section is the second largest
within the American Library Associa
tion's College and Research Libraries
division.

Dr. Gilbert Schedler, Depart
ments of Religious Studies and
English, has been selected to par
ticipate in the 1987 National Endow
ment for the Humanities Institute.
The workshop, to be held this sum
mer at the University of California
and the Graduate Theological Union
in Berkeley, will focus on instituting
a global view'of religion within the
liberal arts curriculum.

Dr. William M. Carpenter, a
retired colonel after 21 years in the
U.S. Army Dental Corps, was
recently appointed as chairman and
associate professor of the Department
of Diagnostic Sciences at the School
of Dentistry. A Fellow of the Inter
national College of Dentists,
Carpenter is a sought-after lecturer in
the field of oral biology.

Dr. James F. Simon, formerly
of Louisiana State University, was
named associate professor of Com
munity Dentistry at the School of
Dentistry and assumed the director
ship of UOP's Union City dental
clinic.

Dr. Walter Payne
Dies
Dr. Walter Payne, a professor of
history at UOP since 1961, died on
May 20 in Stockton. He was 63.
At UOP, Dr. Payne was former
ly chairman of the History Depart
ment, chairman of the Academic
Council, director of the graduate pro
gram in Inter-American Studies and
director of the Pacific Center for
Western Studies. Before coming to
UOP, he taught at the Universidad de
San Carlos in Guatemala, Universi
ty of Florida and University of
Glasgow in Scotland.
Fluent in Spanish, Payne was
considered an authority on Latin
American history and politics. He
lectured and wrote extensively on
post-1921 Central American history,
Latin American thought and InterAmerican relations. He also travel
ed to Canada and Europe and
throughout most of Central and South
America. He was listed in "Who's
Who in American Education," "Di
rectory of American Scholars" and
"Historians of Latin America in the
United States."
Payne belonged to a number of
Honor Societies, including UC
Berkeley's Phi Beta Kappa chapter.
Memorial services were held in Mor
ris Chapel, and memorial contribu
tions may be sent to the Walter A.
Payne Memorial Fund, through the
UOP Office of Development, Stock
ton, CA 95211.

Ernestine
Smutny,
Librarian, Dies
Ernestine Smutny, a member of the
University library faculty since 1963,
died recently after a brief illness.
In addition to working as serials
librarian, she was instrumental in the
development of a cooperative library
system among libraries in the Cen
tral Valley.
Before coming to UOP, she serv
ed as librarian for the City of Stock
ton from 1955-1963, University of
New Mexico, 1953-55, UC Berke
ley, 1950-53 and Syracuse, 1947-49.
She held a bachelor's degree in Latin
and Greek from William and Mary
and a master's degree in Latin from
Columbia, and a library degree from
UC Berkeley.
She is survived by her husband,
Robert, retired professor of classics
at UOP. Both had been awarded the
Order of Pacific at commencement
ceremonies this spring.

Scholar-athlete Mark Roberts will be the braintrust behind UOP's defensive scheme. The 6-foot-1 senior
linebacker is considered the Tigers' top returning defensive player.

A talented crop of young players has Coach Bob Cope fired up for the coming season,

(5-7, 164), a small but deceptively tough, elusive run
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ner. Junior redshirt Rand Chatman (5-~8, 190) was Im

Optimism High for Tiger
Gridders
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or Tiger head coach Bob Cope, last year's
season is a painful memory of what could-havebeen. Field goals on the last play of three
games, and touchdowns in the last two minutes
of two other games transformed five wins into dishear
tening defeats. Thus, a possible 9-2 record dropped to
a disappointing 4-7 season.
But Coach Cope does not believe in dwelling on
negatives in the past. Instead he points out the posi
tives of the Pacific program as it enters the fifth year
under his direction. Cope has guided UOP to several
big wins, but none more stunning than last fall's 24-20
upset of Minnesota, which later beat Michigan and
earned a Liberty Bowl berth. Under Cope, the Tigers
have also defeated Oregon and Hawaii, and ended long
losing streaks to PCAA foes Fresno State, San Jose
State and Utah State.
"I'm really excited about this team," says Cope. "It
is definitely the most talented team we have had since
I've been here. This team has great ability, tremendous
work habits and a real desire to be good. We are
young, but I do believe that talent and hard work over
come inexperience. I would rather be young and
talented than old and bad."
Pacific is definitely young, having graduated 31
seniors, 22 of them starters. This year's senior class
numbers only 17. Freshmen and sophomores account
for 41 spots on the roster, joined by 15 junior college
transfers.
However, Cope believes the wishbone offense he in
stituted two years ago will run smoothly even with
new faces. Last year's rushing unit finished seventh na

tionally, averaging 287 yards per game, the best UOP
mark since 1973. Pacific was 17th in total offense na
tionally, averaging 406 yards per game, tops in UOP
history.
Cope has targeted three key areas of emphasis for
his team in 1987: eliminating turnovers, continued im
provement on defense and introducing the big play in
all areas.
Toward that end, Cope spent much of spring drills
putting his team into every conceivable pressure situa
tion in practices and scrimmages. He feels the repeti
tion of pressure situations during spring camp will pay
dividends this fall.
Admittedly, the 1987 schedule is brutal. Pacific
plays on the road against Pac 10 teams three times in
the first four weeks, two of those teams (Arizona State
and Washington) are among the favored Rose Bowl
contenders. The Tigers travel 7 of 11 weeks this fall.
Following is a position-by-position look at the
Tigers.
QUARTERBACKS: Hue Jackson, the only quarter
back ever to run the Pacific wishbone in its two years,
is gone. Spring drills figured to be a battle between
sophomore Rodney Powell (6-1, 208) and redshirt
freshman Ron Beverly (5-11, 185). But complicating
the picture was Laney College transfer Jay Frost (5-10,
175), who led the Tigers in passing in the spring game
and took the varsity to a pair of touchdowns.
RUNNING BACKS: All three backfield positions
will feature new starters, led by senior Anthony Simien

pressive in spring drills and senior Keith Parker (6-1,
200) sparkled late last season. The other returning tail
backs are junior redshirts Vemon Hadnot (6-2, 193)
and Jon Holmes (6-0, 190). The fullback spot has
several contenders, among them Chris Mendenhall (511, 225), who missed all of spring drills with a knee in
juryOFFENSIVE LINE: Leading the way is one of the
PCAA's top interior linemen, senior Dennis McGowan
(6-2, 250). Six sophomores return: Bob Nordbeck (6-4,
250), Ted Diehl (6-3, 230), Jamie Nott (6-2, 270),
Doug Smith (6-4, 250), Michael Thompson (6-4, 275)
and Bill Zankich (6-5, 265).
TIGHT END: A battle is shaping between
sophomore Erick Miller (6-3, 235), who started eight
games last fall, and senior Dan Waters (6-3, 224), who
started one game.
WIDE RECEIVER: As a group, the Pacific
receivers are among the best in the league, according
to Cope. "For a team that runs the wishbone, we have
better receivers than we probably ought to have," he
says. Heading the list are seniors Kennedy Bryant (510, 170) and Booker Guyton (5-10, 180). Strong depth
is provided by juniors Troy Cole (6-1, 165) and Derek
Rogers (5-10, 170), sophomore Doug Tackett (6-3,
210), and freshmen Leonard Hernandez (6-0, 172), Pat
Hannigan (6-2,185) and Dave Miller (6-2, 175).
PLACEKICKER A new starter has to be found
between redshirt freshman Jon Derr (5-9, 155) and
transfers Bryan Jones (6-1, 175) and Mark Gran (5-10,
175).
DEFENSIVE LINE: The defensive line looked
promising during spring drills. Only three regulars
return from last year, led by senior Marvin Williams (63, 223) and joined by sophomore Richard Harris (6-0,
250) and senior Ken Calender (6-2, 250). Other retur
nees are seniors Alan Green (6-3,256) and Mike Jones
(6-3, 250), sophomores Kendrick Brown (6-2, 200),

Glen Ellis (6-3, 218) and Dan Hampton (6-2, 232), and
redshirt freshmen Dean Wilhelm (6-3, 205) and Gor
don Cooper (6-3, 220).
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OUTSIDE LINEBACKERS: Cope feels the Tigers
are as good as any team in the league at this position.
The major reasons are senior Dave Thistle (6-2, 210)
and Mike McMaster (6-2, 195), a standout at rover last
year. Other bright spots are sophomore Andrew
Thomas (6-1, 220), Delta College transfer Mike Woznick (6-1,197) and junior Javier Cid (5-11,185).

HOMECOMING 1987
Tiger Stripes Forever!

INSIDE LINEBACKERS: Two new starters have
to be found here. One figures to be senior Mark
Roberts (6-1, 210), a scholar athlete and the team's top
returning defensive player. Other contenders are junior
Mike Hawkins (6-2, 228), son of former Pacific and
Raider great Wayne Hawkins, senior Todd Herrington
(6-0, 215), and sophomores Chad Kurashige (6-0, 227)
and Dave Lopez (6-3,230).
SECONDARY: Cope feels the Tigers have as
much ability here as they have had in years. Versatile
senior Mike Fischer (5-9, 180) started all 11 games at
cornerback and returned punts and kickoffs, including
a 97-yard TD runback against UC Davis. Talented
veterans include seniors Cedell Bush (6-0, 187) and
Rawland Crawford (5-10, 170) and sophomores Greg
Koperek (5-10, 170) and Deron Spencer (5-9, 175).
Long Beach CC's Rich Pembrook (6-1, 190) and
David Brown (5-8, 180) from San Diego Mesa JC are
highly touted transfers.
PUNTER: Returnee Pat Weisensee (5-10, 175) will
be challenged by Junior College All American Bryant
Jones (6-1, 175) from West Hills JC, who averaged
over 45 yards per kick last fall.

1987 Tiger Schedule
Sept. 5
Sept. 12
Sept. 19
Sept. 26
Oct. 3
Oct. 10
Oct. 17
Oct. *24
Nov. 7
Nov. 14
Nov. 21

at Cal Berkeley
SACRAMENTO STATE
at Arizona State
at Washington
NEW MEXICO STATE
LONG BEACH STATE
at Utah State
FRESNO STATE
at San Jose State
at Fullerton State
at UN-Las Vegas

Student antics during the annual parade along Pacific Avenue highlight Homecoming activities.

1:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

•HOMECOMING
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Wide receiver Kennedy Bryant carries much of the big play hopes for
the Tiger offensive attack.

Homecoming Weekend Oct. 23-25 promises to be unusually festive this year, with many class re
unions and special gatherings.
Celebrating the bicentennial of the Constitution as well as the 63rd anniversary of UOP's Homecom
ing, the parade theme is 'Tiger Stripes Forever."
Friday night's events include the Jazz Band Concert in the new Faye Spanos Concert Hall. The
Block P Dinner, featuring the conferring of the A.A. Stagg Awards, will be held at the Hilton Hotel
at 7:30 p.m., preceded by a social hour at 6:30.
Saturday morning's activities begin with the Past Presidents' Breakfast. The Alumni Association
invites all past presidents of ASUOP, AWS and the Alumni Association to join them so that these
outstanding leaders can keep abreast of developments at UOP.
The parade, with more marching bands than in many years, will start at 9:30 a.m. on its journey
down Pacific Avenue to Stadium Way.
President Bill Atchley will greet alumni at the All Alumni Awards Luncheon at 11:30 a.m. in Grace
Covell Hall. The Class of 1927, celebrating its 60th reunion, has reserved special tables at this event,
which features the distinguished alumni awards.
The football game, against Fresno State, kicks- off at 2 p.m. You may order your tickets from
the University Box Office, University of the Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211, (209) 946-2474. All alumni
are invited to gather at the Hilton Hotel UOP Reception after the game.
Special anniversary celebrations begin that evening with a post-game reception in the Raymond
Common Room to commemorate the Class of '77's 10th reunion.
The 25th reunion of the Classes of '61 and '62 will be celebrated at a dinner after the football game.
The Hilton Hotel will be the location of a dinner celebrating the 35th reunion of the Classes of
'52 and '53.
The classes from '43 to '48 are also planning to "reune" at the Hilton. They will dine together
and then invite other reunion classes to join them for dancing.
The 45th reunion of the Classes of '41 and '42 will take place at Le Bistro. Ed Fay and Bill Biddick
are coordinating this gathering. In fact, all the reunions are planned and organized by volunteer com
mittees with help from the Alumni Office.
Radio production alumni are planning a very special reunion on Sunday morning. A brunch honor
ing John and Bobbin Gay Crabbe, radio pioneers, will be followed by a tour of the newly refurbished
KUOP studios.
Plan to return to the campus for the entire weekend! For more information, contact the Alumni
Office, University of the Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211, (209) 946-2391.

A GLITTERING NIGHT TO RE]
Gala Dedication Opens Faye Spanos Concert Hall
All dressed up and no where to go was certainly not the predicament
for more than 900 people who attended the dedication celebration for
the sparkling new Faye Spanos Concert Hall on Saturday, May 2.
The black tie event featured unforgettable performances by Bob and
Dolores Hope and Vic Damone and Diahann Carroll, as well as the Univer
sity Conservatory Orchestra and A Cappella Choir. Telly Savalas serv
ed as emcee. Among those attending the event were Governor and Mrs.
Deukmejian.
Hope's comedy monologue, interspersed with several songs, lasted
nearly an hour-and-a-half and was especially memorable. It was acl
tually Hope's second visit to the GOP Conservatory — he appeared there
with the Les Brown Orchestra as part of a radio show in the late 1940s.
The dedication raised more than $125,000 for a Conservatory of
Music scholarship fund that has been named in honor of Faye Spanos.
The concert hall was named for Faye to recognize her special interest
in the arts as well as the contributions her husband Alex has made to
the restoration of the historic Conservatory of Music and to other pro
jects at the University.
Prior to the entertainment portion of the program, President Stanley
McCaffrey presented Faye with a commemorative plaque which officially
dedicated the concert hall in her name.
The festive evening also included a pre-event dinner-reception and
a post-performance reception, both in Grace Covell Dining Hall.
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Diahann Carroll and Vic Damone serenaded the concert hall during rehearsal.
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Host Telly Savalas opened the evening by pro
claiming "I've never met a man or woman who
didn 't love Faye Spanos!"

President McCaffrey greets Bob Hope (above).

Alex and Bob break into their infamous softshoe routine (below).
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DAVE
FREDERICKSON
by Dr. Maurice McCullen
(with Glenna Lee, Editor)

In a recent special interview, Pacific Review Editor
Glenna Lee talked with Dave Frederickson (COP
'66), Executive Assistant to the Assistant Secretary
for the Department of Energy's Management and Ad
ministrative Office and advance media coordinator
on assignment for the White House in Washington
D.C.

Xn 1976, Dave Frederickson was one of the Ten
Outstanding Young Men in America, according to
the United States Jaycees. Far from culminating his
achievements, that award served as a harbinger of
things to come.
Since graduation, Frederickson has founded his
own public relations firm, been media consultant for
three presidential campaigns, produced and anchored
two television series, become a community leader
in Houston, Texas, and held a variety of governmen
tal posts in Washington D.C. Mapping out this man's
career requires a spread sheet!
But he doesn't use the word "career," prefer
ring instead "concurrent vocations." Frederickson
juggles so many pursuits simultaneously that what
he does requires another term. The key word, "voca
tion," suggests the man. He loves what he does, in
volves himself intensely, and feels that he has a
special aptitude for creating images to explain aspects
of American life.
Frederickson's success has surprised none of his
teachers and friends at Pacific, where he was an
award-winning graduate in chemistry/communica
tions and one of 23 campus leaders selected nation
wide for Who's Who among American college
students. Nor to anyone's knowledge have eyebrows
raised in his adopted hometown, Houston, where he
was one of Five Outstanding Young Texans in 1975.
Or even in Washington, D.C., where he directed

Taking a break from his anchor duties, the versatile Frederickson runs
the camera on the 30-hour KHTV-39 Houston Kickttthon for Muscular
Dystrophy.
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the advertising and promotion campaign for Presi
dent Ronald Reagan's second inauguration.
Frederickson's eventful professional life makes
for a long and impressive "vocations biography."
And since his various pursuits all seem to take place
at the same time, sketching out a chronology is tricky
business.

BACKGROUND FOR SUCCESS
Born blind in one eye and partially paralyzed on
his left side, Frederickson faced obstacles early in
his life and resolved to overcome them. Surgery sav
ed his remaining eyesight and, with support from his
family, he began to develop threads of interest that
would shape the fabric of his future: a lifelong
fascination with politics, a talent for good journalism
(sportswriting replaced sports in his youth), and a
desire to become a doctor in order to heal the handi
capped as he had been healed.
Frederickson attained an admirable all-around
record at Tulare Union High School, excelling in
theater, student government and school and com
munity choirs. In 1977, he became one of ten alum
ni inducted into Tulare High's All-Time Hall of
Fame, joining Bob Mathias and administrator Elmo
Zumwalt, Jr. Named the school's outstanding jour
nalist as a senior, he took his California State Schol
arship to U.C. Berkeley. As a sophomore, he
transferred to Pacific to be near Margaret Peers
(Pharmacy '66), his steady girlfriend from Tulare
High.
At Pacific, Frederickson's life really started
coming together. He and Margaret were married in
Morris Chapel in May 1963. In addition to being
the groom, Frederickson sang the incidental music
for the service.
He credits his vocal coach and friend, Dr.
Charles Schilling, with the advice that helped
Margaret and him, as two students, achieve their
goals successfully.
"He was a wonderful influence on our lives,"
Frederickson remembers. "We went to him when
we were going to get married and he counseled us
that we had a decision to make — we could either

Baseball star Steve Garvey and Frederickson, then staff assistant to Presi
dent Ford, visit during a press luncheon in Las Vegas which honored
them as two of the Ten Outstanding Young Men of America in 1976.
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be married people who also went to school, or we
could be students who happened to be married. He
said that some students put their marriage so far ahead
of other things that they slight their student lives.
He urged us to continue to play active roles in cam
pus life.
"It was simple advice," Frederickson con
cludes, "but some of the best we've ever received.
We've never had to look back and say 'Boy, if we
hadn't been married, we could have done this or
that!' We've remained individuals — together."
Clearly, Schilling was a valuable mentor for the
couple. Frederickson remembers other instructors at
Pacific with equal fondness: Dean Edward Betz, pro
fessors Edwin Ding, Monroe Hess, Herschel Frye
("a buddy"), journalism adviser Gene Ross, PR
Director Hal Kambak, President Robert Burns and
especially Emerson Cobb, then chairman of the
Chemistry Department. Cobb was a demanding
teacher, but Frederickson remembers one important
facet of his mentorship — a facet he and Margaret
remember as being typical of the faculty as a whole:
"He never cared a lot whether I was going to be a
great chemist. What really mattered to him was
whether I was going to be a decent human being —
He was more than a teacher and adviser — He was
a friend."
Frederickson's summary imparts an eloquent
testimony from a student to his teachers: "As much
as anything, Pacific gave us an atmosphere of care
and support. It helped us to see that the obstacles
we have encountered in our careers have been only
apparent roadblocks. Most of them have turned out
to be temporary. I think that the thing we learned
at Pacific is that there are people who care and it
doesn't matter how severe the problem or how dif
ficult the obstacle — there is always somebody who
is willing to take an interest and be supportive."
Care and support — they were necessities for
Dave and Margaret in those days. Marriage, parttime work, a demanding academic schedule and
extra-curricular activities constituted a 24-hour work
day for them, and that didn't include Dave's major
college emphasis. "I was a reporter for the Pacific
Weekly (today's Pacifican) for three semesters. Then
I became the news editor, and in my senior year I
was the editor," he recalls. "During that year

"™" "
At the 1984 Republican National Convention in Dallas, Frederickson
confers with White House staffers about the President's arrival for his
acceptance speech.

(1965-66), the Weekly won the Columbia Universi
ty/Overseas Press Club award for the best college
weekly in America."
As editor, Frederickson won a trip to New York
and Washington, where Bill Moyers (then Lyndon
Johnson's Press Secretary) discussed his work in a
White House session. "To find myself there," he
says with a far-away look in his eyes, "was hard to
comprehend. That was where my interest in the
White House began, in January of 1966. And
ironically, ten years later, in January of 1976,1 was
working for President Ford."
"I think that hearing Bill Moyers tell how he
succeeded, knowing that he had a similar small-town
background, sort of convinced me that if other peo
ple could do it, then it was do-able. 'I can do it, too,'
I said to myself — and it was a great feeling!"
Frederickson's Pacific experience brought many
of the threads of his young life together: politics,
journalism, performance, marriage, the confidence
to succeed. But his intended medical career did not
materialize. His became a medicine to media story
— from chemistry to communications!

ESTABLISHING A CAREER
Waiting for medical school in Houston in 1966,
Frederickson began his career in medical research
and pharmaceutical sales. In 1968, he had an oppor
tunity to join a consulting firm in the petroleum in
dustry via his degree in chemistry. He soon used his
writing and editing skills to move into the advertis
ing and public relations side of the business. In his
"spare time" he worked for the GOP, the Methodist
Church and other community organizations. In 1970
he took over William Archer's primary campaign for
ffie U.S. Congress. Archer

won! Doors began to

open. Chemistry became history.
Positions in advertising and public relations led
to the formation of David W. Frederickson and Co.,
a firm he headed for more than eight years. In 1971,
his community-wide service resulted in a news and
public affairs television program, "FACET," which
he anchored and produced. Frederickson stayed on
for 11Vi years, hosting headliners like Phyllis Diller,
Maurey Amsterdam, Billy Graham and William
Safire as well as various community, state and na
tional leaders — more than 550 episodes and 1,500
guests. He picked every topic for the award-winning
FACET, which became the longest-running local
public affairs television program in Houston. "It was
very rewarding," he says. "It was challenging,
exciting. . .and great fun!"
Concurrently, from 1974-84 Frederickson's

Dave and Margaret were teenage sweethearts who continued their court
ship at University of the Pacific, marrying in Morris Chapel in 1963.

President Ronald Reagan greets Frederickson at the White House dur
ing Frederickson's tenure as Assistant Administrator of Public Com
munications for the US Small Business Administration.

President Gerald Ford and Frederickson confer during an oval office
session at the White House in 1976.

political and public relations vocations merged,
uniting his path toward presidential service. He was
press chairman for the 1975 GOP Southern
Republican Conference, which led to a White House
press staff position as press assistant to Gerald Ford.
He then helped direct press relations for John Connally's presidential campaign, after which he join
ed the Reagan campaign staff in May 1980 as a press
assistant. In 1982, he became Assistant Administrator
of Public Communications for the Small Business
Administration. Asked to create a television show
focusing on small business, he designed, produced
and anchored the "Small Business Report," which
originated on the Chamber of Commerce satellite net
work "BIZNET." About 200 TV stations, commer
cial and public, syndicated Small Business Report
— which also aired on nearly 800 cable systems.
Frederickson left the Small Business Administra
tion in 1984 to tackle a variety of special assignments.
He says, jokingly, "I'm a stringer for the White
House." Before assuming his position with the
Energy Department in June, he served as special
assistant to the Assistant Secretary for Elementary
and Secondary Education. In his present role, he
helps direct a staff of 1,200 professionals and a
workforce of 135,000 federal government and con
tract employees. His office manages a $20 million
budget and is responsible for the daily operations,
management and administration of the Department
of Energy.
At the same time, he continues to serve as an
advance media coordinator for the White House on
such major assignments as President Reagan's sum
mit trips and Liberty Weekend.
As his wife says, "He always works on at least
two things at the same time." She accompanies him

on occasion, while continuing her pharmacy career
with People's Drugs in Washington, D.C., where
she serves as the pharmacy manager and assistant
store manager.

Billy Graham makes a point during an interview on "Facet," the
news/public affairs program which Frederickson hosted on KHTV-39
in Houston for 11'A years.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Why does Frederickson do it all? "Obstacles
become challenges," he shrugs. "One thing leads
to another." Easy enough for, as friends and col
leagues note, a "dynamo" like Frederickson. When
interviewed, Frederickson enthusiastically peppers
his answers with words like "fun," "exciting,"
"rewarding," "life" and "commitment."
Understandably, when asked to pick a highlight
from his many experiences, he has trouble narrow
ing it down. Reviewing some of his adventures, he
launches into one of his favorite stories: On a survey
trip for a whistle-stop tour with President Ford,
Frederickson and other staff members stopped in
Springfield, 111. and lunched at the Abraham Lincoln
Hotel. The name alone produced strong vibrations
among members of the survey team. Seeing that it
was a quaint place, with good food and a large regular
clientele, the group decided to book the hotel for a
luncheon on their return trip the following Saturday.
Asking for the catering manager, they found a "sort
of short, kind of wide, white-haired lady probably
in her late sixties." She was the owner — "very
pleasant, but very busy."
She asked the size of the group and was informed
that it would number 350. Looking thoughtful, she
decided that she couldn't disappoint her regular
brunch customers. Then she wondered what com
pany the group represented. She was told "the White
House.'' She wrote that down and asked who would
be attending. The spokesman said casually, "Well,
the President would have lunch here."
Starting to write, her pen stopped mid-stroke.
"The President?" she said wonderingly. "MY Presi
dent will lunch in MY hotel? Oh, Sir," she gasped,
"we can do whatever the President would like!"
"That story represents the best part of my
work," says Frederickson seriously. "The oppor
tunity to see America the way it really is, up close,
is what fulfills me the most. You find out that
America IS real — that it's made up of men and
women, boys and girls, who one-by-one still repre
sent what you think America is.
"That doesn't mean there aren't problems —
there are a lot of those. But in each of our com
munities there are Rotary clubs and Sunday school
classes. You go in and you work with them and sud
denly you find that every one of them shares this little
piece of belief — in what the president is, in what
the country is and in what they can do for it. At
that moment in time you know exactly what it means
to say, 'We the People. . .Celebrate America!' "

1K3ER TRACKS « •
the State Bar.
Weslie A. Stouffer, COP '28,
was recently awarded Continental
Telephone's first annual Senior
Humanitarian of the Year Award for
Ripon.

son, COP '31, sings in First United
Methodist Church in Pasadena. She
is a volunteer in the Social Service
Department and works with street

people.
Oliver Tanquary, COP '33,
was recently appointed to the staff of
Mayflower Gardens, a retirement
community in Lancaster. Dr. Tan
quary is presently serving as pastor
of the Quartz Hill Congregational
Church in Lancaster.
Ernest Poletti, COP '36, has
been inducted into the California
High School Speech Association Hall
of Fame. Poletti was a competitive
speech coach at Ripon High School
for 25 years and taught speech for 17
years at Tracy High School. He is one
of 10 original members to receive the
honor.

Philip Coddington, COP '40, is
a dentist and his wife Dorothy Ann
manages his dental office. They live
in Stockton.
Ruth Coward Cunningham,
COP '41, and her husband U.S. Air
Force Colonel Jack E. Cunningham,
retired, are moving to Air Force Vil
lage in San Antonio, Texas.
Frances Hull Dinkel, COP '41,
is retired from the Stockton Unified
School District as a Miller-Unruh
Reading Specialist. She resides in
Stockton with her husband Stan.
Jeanne Woodruff Mullens,
COP '41, is retired and lives in

Monterey Park with her husband
Frank.
Melba Loyd Rauber, Conser
vatory '41, and her husband Francis
are residents of Porterville.
Thomas M. Bolton, COP '42,
is president and chairman of the
board for Merchants National Bank
in Sacramento. He and his wife
Roberta live in Carmichael.
John Hancock, COP '42, is a
clergyman and teacher for Reconcil
iation Episcopal Church and Los
Angeles Unified School District.
George Hyde, Conservatory
'42, is a musician. His wife Jane is
a commercial artist and they are
residents of San Marino.
Lenore Cottrell Johnston, COP
'42, and her husband Thomas are
retired and live in Caldwell, Idaho.
Patricia McNamara Kelly,
COP '42, resides in Lodi, with her
husband Wilson, a veterinarian.
Norton Mandelbaum, COP
'42, and his wife Johanna are retired
and live in Kensington.
Robert Monagan, COP '42, is
president of California Economic
Development Corporation. He and
his wife lone Angwin Monagan,
COP '45, live in Sacramento.
Merceita Voorhees Ratto, COP
'42, and her husband John, a real
estate broker and property manager,
live in Oakland.
Aron Rempet, Education '4Z,

is a teacher and coach. His wife
Eualene is an elementary school
teacher. They are residents of Sanger.
Richard Reynolds, COP '42,
continues to enter competitive art ex
hibitions and this year has had work
in the Northern California Arts Open,
the American National Miniature
Show in Laramie, Wyo., and several
other national shows.
Harry Tremain, COP '42, and
his wife Mervel Hammill Tremain,
COP '42, are retired and live in
Stockton.
Richard Ulrey, COP '42, and
his wife Ruth live in Santa Cruz.
Florence McKaig Gholz, COP
'43, is an English teacher for the
Kern High School District. She lives
in Bakersfield.
Jean Bradley Jarvis, Education
'43, is a retired elementary reading
specialist. She lives in Mission Viejo.
Alfaretta Bryson Johnson,
Education '43, is a bookkeeper for
Stockton Beauty Supply. She and her
husband Arthur live in Stockton.
C. Fremont Kingery, COP '43,
is a retired vice president of Wrangler
Jeans. He and his wife Ann live in
Littleton, Colo.
Dorothy Schmidt Lambert,
COP '43, is a retired teacher living
in Woodland.
Mae Crevelli Offermann, COP
'43, is retired and lives in Stockton.
Jean Beaton, COP '44, retired
from her position as a science instruc
tor for Downey Unified School Dis
trict, is a part-time tour director.
Marcelyn Battilana Ratner,
COP '44, is enjoying retirement after
teaching speech and drama for 25
years. She lives in Mount Prospect,
m.

Vanadeane Carroll Brooks,
COP '45, and her husband Jack live
in Lodi.
Janice McCaffrey Navone,
COP '46, is a teacher for Stockton
Unified School District. Her husband
Aldo is a farmer.
Phyllis Duval Sorichetti, Con
servatory '46, is a retired teacher.
She lives in Sacramento with her hus
band Edward, a teacher.
Mary "Cam" Jamieson Stansfield, COP '46, is a retired school
administrator. She and her husband
John live in Sonora.
Clara Ruiz Azevedo, Educa
tion '47, is a high school counselor
for Modesto City Schools.
Arch Brown, COP '47, is a
retired school administrator and a
freelance writer. He and his wife
Dorothy live in Stockton.
Carroll Doty, COP '47, retired
recently after 25 years as owner/
manager of an advertising and public
relations firm. He and his wife Marcia reside in Stockton.
Marguerite Hall Genasci, COP
'47, is a high school counselor for
Stockton Unified School District.
Arthur Peoples, SBPA '47, is
a teacher/vice principal for Linden
Unified School District. He and his
wife Ruth live in Stockton.
Ferdinand Ruth, COP '47, is
a retired professor of biological sci
ences. He and his wife Juliet live in
Pebble Beach.
John "Jack" Toomay, COP
'47, and his wife Virginia Sadler
Toomay, COP '49, live in Carlsbad.
Ernie Busch, Education '48,
and his wife Jeane Davis Busch,
COP '48, live in Sacramento.
Hazel Colliver Chedzoy, COP
'48, retired recently from Sutter
School Library. She and her husband
David reside in Antioch.
Rollin Dexter, COP '48, is a
retired United Methodist minister.
His wife Rosemary is a retired
teacher. They live in Atascadero.
Beverly Wells Goggio, COP
'48, is a retired teacher and her hus
band Alfred is a retired physician.
They live in Berkeley.
Ernest Jackson, Education '48,
is a counseling psychologist and
resides in Grass Valley.
George Segale, COP '48, is a
retired teacher/vice principal. His
wife Irene is employed by Pacific
Coast Producers and they live in
Lodi.
Valerie Clinkscales Sharp,
Conservatory '48, is a music instruc
tor. Her husband Jay is a systems
analyst and they live in Annandale,
Va.
Robert Tobey, COP '48, and
his wife Maxine Tobey, COP '48,
are retired and live in Bishop.
Leonard Widman, SBPA '48,
and his wife Betty are retired and
reside in Porterville.
James Eachus, COP '49, will
retire this summer after 37 years of
service in education. He lives in
Watsonville.
Alva Johanson, COP '49,
resides in Covenant Village Retire
ment Center in Turlock.

J. Richard Limb, Jr., COP
'49, retired from teaching English
after 36 years and is now employed
by San Jose National Bank.

David Gerber, COP '50, is
president of MGM/UA Television
Productions. He and his wife
Laraine, an actress/housewife, live in
Bel Air.
Joseph A. Lapachet, COP '50,
spends much of his time golfing and
traveling after his retirement from the
California Highway Patrol.
Kurtis Mayer, COP '51, has
retired from his occupations as a
homebuilder and developer and now
he owns a travel agency in Tacoma,
Wash.
Darrell Thomas, COP '51, is a
minister at First United Methodist
Church in Lodi. His wife Donna is
a realtor.
George Amoss, Engineering
9S2
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chemist. They reside in Greensboro,
N.C.
Col. T. Richard Heil, COP *62,
is director of public affairs for the
U.S. Pacific Command in Camp
Smith, Hawaii.
William L. Gallagher, Dental
'63, was recently elected president of
the P&S Club, UOP's School of Den
tistry fundraising organization. Dr.
Gallagher practices dentistry in San
Francisco's Sunset district and resides
in Hillsborough with his wife Sue.
Gary Goodwin, COP '64, was
recently appointed vice president and
corporate secretary of the Washing
ton, D.C.-based Synthetic Organic
Chemical Manufacturers Association.
Janet McCombs, Raymond
College '65, was recently appointed
Victim/Witness Program Coordinator
for Contra Costa County. She lives
in Martinez.
Glen Anderson, COP '66, is
personnel manager for Ford Motor
Company. His wife Bonnie Walker
Anderson, Education '64, is selfemployed as a consultant for organi
zational development. They live in
Birmingham, Mich.

was recently appointed president

and general manager of Dillingham
Heavy Construction, Inc. He and his
wife Napine are residents of Napa.
Robert Warnick, Engineering
'53, is director of public works for
the city of Chandler in Arizona. His
wife Sarah is editor of the Chandler
Independent Newspaper.
Kenneth Marsh, COP '54, and
his wife Sharon live in Byron. He is
a radiochemist group leader.
George Miley, COP '56, is
owner of Miley Insurance Associates
in Sun Valley, Idaho.
Donna Rux Douglass, Conser
vatory '59, is executive director and
registered music therapist at Project
Arts. She lives in Phoenix, Ariz.
Marie Gonzales, COP '59,
works part-time for Stockton Unified
School District.
Jack Willoughby, COP '59,
was recently appointed to the Com
mission on Uniform State Laws.

Barbara Bayha, COP '60, has
been named to the Congressional Ad
visory Panel for the Office of Tech
nology Assessment. She is employed
by Cupertino Union School District.
Ruth Miller Lucier, COP '61,
is associate professor of religion and
philosophy at Bennett College. Her
husband George is a research bio

Clifford Gambs, Engineering
'66, is working in Los Angeles as
project civil engineer on the Long
Beach-Los Angeles light rail system.
He lives in Lafayette.
Douglas McAdam, COP '66,
has been elected to the Board of
Directors of Redlands Federal Sav
ings. He and his wife Joan reside in
Yucaipa.
Christina Welty, COP '67, is a
cultural trainer to Japanese business
men going overseas. She and her 12year-old son live in Tokyo, Japan.
Dale Bystrom, Pharmacy '68,
was recently promoted to the position
of general merchandising manager
for Longs Drug Store in the Walnut
Creek general office.
Adrienne Jacopi Gualco, COP
'68, is an equine artist specializing in
commissioned portraits of thorough
bred race horses. She is also under
contract to Bentley House Limited of
Walnut Creek, a national fine arts
publishing company, to do a series of
watercolors portraying carousel
animals. She lives in San Rafael with
her husband Joe.
Gordon Hatcher, COP '68, is
a graduate assistant at University of
Arkansas. He resides in Fayetteville,
Ark.
Barbara Taylor Wickham,
COP '68, was Manteca Unified
School District Intermediate Level
Outstanding Teacher for 1985-86.
She and her husband Joe, an elemen
tary school principal, live in Man
teca.
Edward Larimer, Pharmacy
'69, is a partner in Manteca Phar
macy and Manteca Medical Groups.

Gary Bauer, Pharmacy '70,
completed his MBA degree in busi
ness management from National Uni
versity in San Diego. He is the asso
ciate managing director of pharmacy
at Sharp Memorial Hospital in San
Diego. He and his wife Georgia
Blair Bauer, COP '70, a trainer's
trainer for Girl Scouts, reside in
Poway.
Judith Johnsen Davis, COP
'70, is director of financial operations
for Heery Program Management,
Inc., an Atlanta, Ga.-based firm spe
cializing in the management of ma
jor construction projects throughout
the world.
Margaret Lipper, Education
'70, is a multi-language teacher for
the Moreno Valley School District
near Riverside. She is a member of
the Puppeteers of America and does
shows in five languages. She also

writes children's books and is a
member of the Society of Children's
Book Writers.
David Navone, COP '70, is
president of Navone Electronics, Inc.
and lives in Stockton.
Robert Greenstreet, COP '71,
is director of forensics at East Cen
tral University. He and his wife Jen
nifer, head librarian at Ada Public
Library, reside in Ada, Okla.
Timothy Kolosick, Conserva
tory '71, is an assistant professor of
Music, University of Arizona. He
and his wife Helga reside in Tucson,
Ariz.
James Kuykendall, Engineer
ing '71, was recently named manager
of the Mammoth County Water Dis
trict. He lives in South Lake Tahoe.
Richard Martin, Education
'71, is Alpine County Superintendent
of Schools. His wife Jean is a teacher
and they reside in Markleeville.
Cynthia Scott, Callison '71, is
a practicing industrial psychologist
and management consultant in San
Francisco. She is the co-author of the
best seller From Burnout to Balance,
which received the 1986 Medical
Self-Care Book Award, and the for
thcoming Take This Job and Love It!
A research associate at UCSF School
of Medicine, she is a co-designer of
ESSI Systems StressMap, a learning
and assessment tool. Most recently,
her article on stress management ap
peared in the May issue of MS
magazine.
Barbara Brewer, Education
"72, and her husband Don, vice presi
dent store manager for Macy's,
reside in Roseville.
Roger Cartozian, COP '72, is
a trial attorney with a law firm serv
ing as house counsel for Industrial In
demnity Insurance Company, special

izing in workers' compensation de
Rolando Henry, COP '73, is an
Indonesia.
and his wife Judith, a senior market
fense matters. He and his wife
associate professor of psychology and
Sid Cook, COP '76, edited the
ing consultant for Snelling and SnellChristine, a teacher, live in
a clinical neuropsychologist in private
proceedings and presented two papers
ing, live in Monterey. Dr. Marra is
Carmichael.
practice. His wife Michelle is a psy
at a conference on "Sharks: An In
a practicing clinical psychologist.
John Goble, Engineering '72,
chologist and they are residents of
quiry into Biology, Behavior, Fish
Susan McDonald Pohorski,
is a principal with Winzler & Kelly,
Southfield, Mich.
eries and Use." He is a resident of
COP '77, is working for Madison
Consulting Engineers. He and his
Janice Leonard, Callison '73,
Corvallis, Ore.
Gas and Electric Company in Madi
wife Robin live in Windsor.
has been working with ROLM Cor
Douglas O. Day, COP '76, is
son, Wis. as a communication spe
Karen Oshiro Harunaga, COP
poration in San Francisco for the past
president of Automotive Engineering.
cialist in the Public Affairs Office.
'72, is an educational specialist II
two years. She is now going to work
He resides in Oakland.
Linda A. Priest, COP '77, is a
with the Hawaii Department of Edu
a small farm in Washington State
Ron Edelson, COP '76, is vice
certified public accountant and is cur
cation. She and her husband Les, a
combining farming and telecommun
president of marketing for Yugo
rently director of taxation for IDM
dentist, reside in Honolulu, Hawaii.
ications.
America, Inc., the New Jersey-based
Corporation, a real estate developer/
Gayle Ratushinsky Kemp,
Wendy Biecha Loftus, Educa
importer of the Yugo.
syndicator in Long Beach.
COP '72, is a medical technologist
tion '73, and her husband Mark, a
David Hansch, Raymond '76,
James Stavosky, COP '77, is a
at the National Institute of Health,
regional sales and ^Tij^ftpig .rogy..
is rapjdent. o| | Hansch Financial
practicing podiatrist in Daly City. He
Clinical Chemistry, in Bethesda, Md.
ager. reside in Rcdlands.
Group. He and his wife Laurie live
,
assistant professor at California
Her husband Gary is a hydrologist
Loftus and Associates, an indepenin San Juan Capistrano.
College of Pediatric Medicine in San
and vice president of River Services,
dent marketing
6 firm
,
StCTenHarlow,eOt'f^jfeg^ . Francisco and director of Podiatric
Inc. They live in Silver Springs, Md.
Anne Reinke McMahon, Calend-usor in technical support for
Medical Education,
Cynthia Smiley Meyers,Calli
lison '73, was recently named group
Hughes Aircraft and lives in Santa
Lori Heyne Williams, Conserson '72, is a certified financial plan
manager for the planning and d
e
t
m
F
i
s a l i c e n s e d m u s i c
ner with Foothill Securities, Inc. in
opment department of Torme and
Barry Hyde, COP '76, is an
therapist at the Hermiston Mental
Sacramento. She received her MBA
Co., a San Francisco marketing and
electronics distribution/area sales
Health Clinic. She lives in Stanfield,
from Golden Gate University. In her
public relations corporation. « " manager for Arrow Electronics. His ^ Ore£Eggg|j^
spare time she takes voice and drama
fj Ronald Navone, COP '73, tea s| wife Alena is also employed at ArFrancto Katz Zelnik, Conserlessons. Her husband Bob is anelec
physician and his wife Michelle is
row Electronic and they live in San
vatory '77, is a business owner,
tronics engineer.
speech therapist. They
Thev are residents
Jose.
singer and housewife in Fort Lee,
Sandra Cornforth Moore, Cal
of Lodi.
Carol Maffei, COP '76, is a.
N.J. Her hnsband Joel is a pianist,
lison '72, is a real estate broker. Her 1PI Vally Schlesinger Perry, Covell
marketing-service field representa
bandleader and sales executive.
husband Stephen is a produce ship- 5 '73, and her hnsband Foster, Calli
tive-Western Region, for Yu
Linda Judge Brault, Conserper and they reside in Fresno.
son '74, live in Caracas, Venezuela,
America, Inc. Carol also serves
'78, lives in Oceanside with
Kevin Parshall, COP '72, is a ^ili Jerry Sbapazian, Pharmacy
liason for Yugo America, Inc. to the
her husband Tom. She works as an
district sales manager for the Sara "jf, '73, was named Junior Citizen of the
United States Volleyball Association.
educational specialist with the HOPE
Lee Corporation. His' wtfe*iTW§ry
Year at a recent iOinuba Ctrambcrof—- - - Robert Scott, COP
a_
Infant Program through the San
owns a children's clothing company
Commerce banquet.
director and producer of stage plays
Diego County Office of Education.
and they are residents of Dublin.
Michael Lee,COP'74, is an art
and television films in New York and
SJ Dora DeCoursey, RaymondRonald Sabraw, COP '72, has
director living in West Hollywood.
Los Angeles
Callison '78, is a geographer workbeen appointed to the FremontBill Maclnnes, Raymond '74,
Randy Snelgrove, COP '76, is
ing with computerized maps for planNewark-Union City Municipal Court
is working as a clinical neuropsy
a sales representative for California
ning purposes at Mt. Hood National
bench. He lives in Fremont with his
chologist at the Dakota Medical
Oil Recyclers of Newark. He lives in
Forest. She and her husband Bill
wife, Cheri, an English teacher at
Center m Fargo, N.D. M
Nevada City with his four children.
Spangle, an architect's assistant, live
Mission San Jose High School.
Robert "Rob" Mottram, COP
Denise Brennan-Cabezut, COP
in Portland, Ore.
Kathryn Tobias, COP '72,
'74, has been hired as a physical
'77, has joined the real estate firm of
Andrew Dentino, CoveU '78,
former Student Bar Association pres
therapist at Centinela Hospital's
ERA Lawson of Woodland. She and
and his wife Carole are second-year
ident at McGeorge School of Law,
Player Fitness Center, which accom
her husband live in Laytonvillc.
medical students at Ponce School of
graduated from McGeorge in May.
panies the Ladies Professional Golf
Rhonda Brown, Callison '77, iggSpdicine in Ponce, Puerto Rico.
She lives in Sacramento.
Association (LPGA) Tour. He is also
was recently elected editor-in-chief of
David Matthews, COP '78, in
Mariann Novarina Annand,
a partner/owner of the Northwestern
the Yale Law and Policy Review. She
vestment manager for PrudentialPharmacy '73, recently became the
Sports Clinic in Everett, Wash.
is attending Yale Law School. Rhon
Bache Securities, and his wife Andrea
managing pharmacist of Central
Kathlen O'Connor, COP '74,
da and her husband live in Wilton,
live in Thornton, Colo.
Coast Infusions, a new pharmacy
is a resident of San Francisco and an
Conn, where her husband heads Tom
Janet Nelson Mountford, COP
business. She provides intravenous
archivist for the National Archives,
Grotta, Inc., his own photography,
'78, is a teacher and a ski school
therapy, including nutrition, anti
San Francisco branlnjljKynHH
graphic design ^spd advertising
supervisor in Bend, Ore. Her hus
biotics and pain management, at pa
Robin Wills Richards, Phar
business.
band Greg is a materials manager at
tients' homes in the Greater Salinas
macy '74, was recently named direc
Robert Chan, Pharmacy '77,
Advanced Power Technology.
Valley Area. She lives in Watsonville
tor of research and analysis for the
has accepted the position of staff
Marc Pizzolo, Dental '78, is a
with her husband
Yosemite Community College Dis
manager in strategic planning for
resident of San Juan Capistrano. FHP
Gayle Hayes Gates, COP '73,
trict. She lives in Stockton.
AT&T Information Systems in MorInc., an international health mainten
recently starred in "The Fantasticks"
Steven Solot, COP '74, is direc
ristown, N.J. From 1977 through
ance organization, recently named
a production of the Truckee Actors
tor of Latin American Operations,
1984 he was employed by Longs
Dr. Pizzolo as one of FHP-CaliforGuild. She is a resident of Carnelian
Motion Picture Association of Amer
Drug Stores and was instrumental in
nia's two Dentists of the Year.
ica, in Rio De Janeiro, Brazil.
Bay, near Tahoe City.
the development of their current phar
Jeffrey Benson, COP '79, is a
Goldee Gross, Raymond '73, is
Wendy Auerbach, Conser
macy computer system. He resides in
dentist. He and his wife Jana live in
a physician and has started a new
vatory '75,
fspecialist with
Denville, N.J.
Phoenix, Ariz.
OB/GYN practice in Oakland and
Hall-Mark Electronics Corporation in
Cecelia Dropeau Gianni, Phar
Carol Baker Bowman, Conser
:
Lafayette. Her husband Charles
Dallas, Texas.
macy '77, is employed by the Phar
vatory '79, transferred from Sonoma
Sprague, Raymond '73, works in
Larry M. Drechsler, Phar
macy Department of Loma Linda
to Agnews Developmental Center in
the Marketing Information and Sys
macy '75, owns Hendricks Pharmacy
Hospital. She and her husband Steve
San Jose as a music therapist. She
tems Management Division of Pacific
in Claremont. He resides in Walnut
live in Loma Linda.
lives in Fremont.
Bell.
with his wife Jill.
Van Felber, COP '77, is a
Cherl A. ConneUy, COP '79,
Merry Roberds Haggard,
Mitsu Kumagai, Education
teacher for Newman Unified School
is a district manager for Pakula and
Pharmacy '73, is a pharmacist with
'75, was recently selected assistant
District. His wife Vicki is selfCompany, a costume jewelry manu
superintendent, Instructional Services
Latimer's Pharmacy. Her husband
employed and they live in Newman.
facturer and distributor. She resides
Division, for the Santa Clara Coun
Mitchell Haggard, Pharmacy '72,
Herbert Hemington, Educa
in Antioch.
ty Office of Education. He lives in
is a pharmacist with O.P.T.I.O.N.
tion '77, has been appointed super
Ken DeShan, COP '79, is
San Jose with his wife Judy.
Care. They are residents of Chico.
intendent of the Calaveras Unified
teaching French and English at
Linnea Hanson, COP '73, is a
Charles Dean Conrad, Univer
School District. Dr. Heminton lives
Chaparral Middle School in Diamond
sity College '76, has been elected to
botanist for the Plumas National
with his wife, Judy, a special educa
Bar. This summer he is participating
the Board of Directors and as manag
Forest. She and her husband Harold
tion teacher, in the Shingle Springs
in the California Literature Project at
ing director of Vulute Limited. He
Carlson, a health planner, live in
area of El Dorado County.
UCLA. Peggy Melto DeShan, COP
and his wife Diana reside in Jakarta,
Chico.
R. Thomas Marra, COP '77,
'79, works for the Ontario-Montclair
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Elementary School District. They
reside in Upland.
Billy Flynn, Pharmacy '79, was
named one of two FHP-California
Pharmacists of the Year. FHP Inc.,
is an international health maintenance
organization. He is a pharmacy area
chief for Central Medical Center in
Long Beach.
Brad Hart, COP '79, is a den
tist in Redwood Shores.
Katherine Lane, COP '79, is an
English as a Second Language
teacher in Los Gatos.

Shawndel Brown, COP '80, is
a high school math teacher for Benita
Unified School District. She lives in
LaVerne.
Melissa Collins Brinkerhoff,
Callison '80, is a private sector pro
ject manager for the U.S. Agency for
International Development in Haiti.
She resides in Port au Prince with her
husband Derick, a U.S. adviser to the
Haitian Ministry of Planning.
Guido Britez, SBPA 80, is a
loan officer for the Bank of Boston
in Asuncion, Paraguay.

Robert Grady, Pharmacy '80,
received his Masters of Music at Cal
State-Northridge, where he serves as
a part-time lecturqrijfe has been ac
cepted to University ofSouthern Cal
ifornia for the Doctoratt of Musical
'
Arts Program.
Joyce Hinrichs, COP '80^
associate in the law office of W.G^}
Watson, Jr. in Eureka. She has been ;?
chosen by the California State Bar to
be on the Juvenile Justice Commit
tee. Joyce resides in Areata.
Bill Holmes, SBPA '80, is with
the State Compensation Insurance
Fund as a workers' compensation in
surance representative and resides in
Stockton.
Chris Isaak, Callison '80, is a
musician, writer and entertainer and
lives in Stockton.
Maria Macajen, Covell '80, is
working for Lodi High School Dis
trict. She teaches Spanish and ESL.
Patrick McDowell, COP '81,
recently received a Rotary Founda
tion scholarship for graduate studies
in English and journalism. McDowell
plans to attend City University in
London. Under the Rotary Interna
tional program, he will receive tui
tion, travel and living expenses dur
ing his year-long stay. He is a resi
dent of Fairfield where he is news
editor of the Daily Republic.
Roy Nathanson, Engineering
'81, is employed by Swinerton and
Walberg, general contractors, and
resides in Reseda. He recently return
ed from a trip around the world (17
countries in six months).
Pamela Moorhouse Naylor,

COP '80, teaches P.E. at Twentynine Palms Junior High School,
serves as department chairperson,
and is head volleyball coach at Yuc
ca Valley High School. The volley
ball team just completed a fourth
straight league championship and ad
vanced to the playoff semi-finals.
Susan Taggart Passeggi, '80,
and her husband Jeffrey Passeggi,
'77, live in Walnut Creek. She is the
director of an educational program
for mentally retarded adults and he
is a homebuilder.
Susan Costa Smith, COP '80,
has been promoted to contract analyst
in the Gas Acquisition-West Depart
ment of Columbia Gas Transmission
Corp. in Houston, Texas. She is mar
ried to Anderson P. Smith.
Mark Wagner, Graduate '80,
is assistant professor of rehabilitation
medicine at the University of
Rochester. He lives in Rochester,
N.Y.
Susan Gage Woodward, COP
'80, has been named director of
publications and events for the
Thacher School in Ojai. She is also
editor of the school's quarterly mag
azine. Her husband, Tom, teaches
history at the school.
Randy Bass, COP '81, has just
completed his M.A. in English and
is now a doctoral candidate in English

and American Literature at Brown
University in Providence, R.I.,
where he resides with his wife Gail
Solomon Bass.
Blake Busick, SBPA '81, Con
tinues to be the United Methodist
minister at GreenviBe and Tay
ville. His
Busick,
Day Clasi

count executiv
CBS affiliate,"
Andrew
resident in gi
nepin County M
wife Cheri Wbitei
'81, cobjpfei
and is a chemist with Genesis
Inc.\Theyvre^^;|^-,h?*"Minn.
Charlene Pardina,
'81, is a first-grade teacher
resides in Modesto with her husband
Mike.
Kimberly Kakara Roberts,
SBPA '81, is senior financial analyst
for American Savings and Loan. She
and her husband Craig live in
Stockton.
Scott M. Robertson, Pharmacy
'81, and his wife Joan are assistant
professors of clinical pharmacy at
University of Southern California.
They live in Los Angeles.
Mario Santoyo, Engineering
'81, was recently appointed to the
Selma Planning Commission by the
Selma City Council. He is a staff
engineer for the Friant Water Users
Authority and a resident of Reedley.

Nathan Stix, COP '81, is a
buyer for Nordstom, a specialty
retailer based in Washington State.
His wife Lisa Cowles Stix, Educa
tion '81, teaches special education in
the Issaquah School District. They
reside in Bellevue, Wash.
Julianna George Van Leeuwen, COP '81, resides in Sacramen
to with her husband Eric. She is
employed as a secretary for Sacra
mento Mayor Ann Rudin.
Kirk Alderson, SBPA '82, is a
real estate broker in Trinity County.
His wife Michelle is a teacher and
housewife.
John Anderson, Jr., COP '82,
works in San Francisco for Vanderbyl Design as a graphic designer and
lives in Walnut Creek.
Shelley Erbele Bandoni, SBPA
'82, is owner/manager of Merle Nor
man Cosmetics in Stockton and
Modesto. Her husband Steve is em
ployed for Rainbo Baking Company.
They live in Lodi.
Gerald "Brooke" Burton, Jr.,
SBPA '82, manages Cherry Creek
Card and Party Shop/Burton's Hall
mark, a family business, lie and his
wife Karen reside in Denver, Colo.
Marc Ferguson, Conservatory
'82, is music director at Monte Vista

Tomas E. Buford, Pharmacy
'83, is president of the Porterville
Jaycees and employed at Payless
Drug Store in Visalia. He lives in
Porterville.
Douglas Chalmers, COP '83, is
Northern California Sales Manager
for Altos Computer Systems and lives
in Santa Clara.
Elizabeth Hammond Elgert,
COP '83, is a student at University
of North Dakota. Her husband Mark
is a lieutenant in the U.S. Air Force.
They reside in Grand Forks, N.D.
Linda Hunter, COP '83, is a
graduate student at U.C. San Diego.
She was Sloon Foundation Visiting
Scholar, 1986-87, at the University
of Western Ontario, London,
Ontario.
Mary Ivory, COP '83, receiv
ed a MFA in Performing Arts Design
and Technology from California In
stitute of the Arts. She plans to work
in the entertainment industry in
Southern California.
Mi-Ae J. Jang, SBPA '83, was
elected chair for the American Home
Economics Association, clothing/tex
tile section, 1987-89.
Peggy Meriwether, COP '83,
recently passed the California Bar
Examination. She is a resident of

Christian
wife

David

aa ai^xxihtant for Hughes -Aircraft

dance fife at Santa ClaraUniversity#
'82, is practicing dentistry in Oak-

tor of the Association of Professional
Energy Managers. She is a resident
of San Francisco.
Alexandra Dunn Schvartzman,
COP '84, is director of advertising
for San Airlines. Her husband Rafael
Schvartzman, COP '84, is vicepresident of San Airlines. They live
in Guayaquil, Ecuador.
Demetris M. Tatum, Phar
macy '84, is undergoing a traineeship
program at the Virginia Common
wealth University School of Phar
macy. Tatum is also a clinical phar
macist at Howard University Hospital
Ambulatory Clinic Services.
Annette Ward, SBPA '84,
works for Price Waterhouse, U.S.
Tax Department. She and her hus
band Samuel, director of advertising
for Molex International, live in
Tokyo.
John (Ross) Grundy, SBPA
'85, is a product assistant in the Bank
ing Department of Nixdorf Computer
A.G. and is living in West Germany.
Rosemary Smit Heier, COP
'85, is a marketing administrator. Her
husband Rodney owns Pure Sausage
and Meat in Stockton. They reside in
Lodi.
Nariko Koto, Conservatory
'85, is working toward a master's
:_at_the University of Minnesota
is* it (evident of Minneapolis,
Hfl
Shirin Lee, SBPA '85, is
employed by Chubb and Sons, Inc.
in the Walnut Creek office. She man
ages the Chubb Insurance agents who
operate in Stockton, Reno and Napa.
Carl Lude, Conservatory and
~~
15, is a pilot for the
and resides in Rivern, COP '85,
named-director of proit forH.L. Falk, Inc.,
ictors, and will have
in the fields
of
! and construction project
Hit. Slie resides in San

wt:
iherelne. ii||& science teabhet; and?>
basketball coach.
mond-Callison '82, and her husband
own a business, Bumper Aft, Which
brings together corporations and
popular music groups for a
fulfilling business relations!
Peter Anderson, En|
'83, recently received hisi Calii
Registration as a professional engi
neer and has been promoted to asso
ciate bridge engineer with the Depart
ment of Transportation in Sacramen
to. He and his wife Linda live in
Stockton.
Jennifer Boyd, SBPA '83, has
been promoted to investment repre
sentative with Great Western Finan
cial Securities in Burlingame. She
lives in Lafayette.

fGfSfhe LOS Angelles
itional Visitors and
SBPA '84,
College of
irsity of California. He'
the firm of Clifford,
Brows in Bakersfield.
kirk Millis, Con>ry '84, is a music therapist at
ler Training School. She and her
'and Lee, also employed at Lan
der Training School, live in Lander,
Wyo.
Audree Simer O'Connell, Con
servatory '84, is a registered music
therapist and acting Music Therapy
Department chairperson at UOP.
Neil Ross, SBPA '84, is general
sales manager for E & J Gallo
Winery in Ventura.
Joyce Sarno, COP '84, is direc-

Nichols, Pharmacy '85,
ihariijj&i^ for Longs Drugs in
rsfield. '* i
.
'at Stanleyy#Education '85,
" vocational education specialist, Cali. ifOfriia Community College Chancels Office, is one of 160 top women
in management chosen nationwide to
participate in the "Leaders" pro
gram, an international leadership
training program.
James A. Dugoni, SBPA '86, is
a graduate student at the United States
Sports Academy in Daphne, Alabama
where he is working towards a
master's degree in Sport Manage
ment.
Craig Emerson, Dental '86, is
a captain in the U.S. Air Force. He
is stationed at Clark Air Base in the
Philippines where he resides with his
wife Judy Anne.
Steven Jesberg, Engineering
'86, is a junior civil engineer with
Santa Cruz County Public Works. He
and his wife Michelle Morris
Jesberg, COP '86, live in Aptos.
David Keim, Engineering '86,
is assistant resident engineer for the
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State of California. He is working on
the Century Freeway bridge con
struction in Los Angeles and lives in
Anaheim.
Elaine Merritt, Engineering
'86, is a civil engineer with the De
partment of Water Resources for the
State of California and resides in
Sacramento.
Miriam Jewell Mueller, COP
'86, is a graphics manager. She and
her husband Edward, an assistant
manager at Morris Plan, live in
Pacifica.

IN MEMORIAM
Edith Griswold Fancy, COP '30
Meyer Diamond, Dental '31
Arlene Ellis Raven, COP '48
Dorothy Purkey Lewis, COP '49
John E. Totten, COP '50
James W. Billingsley, SBPA '82

BIRTHS
To Happen Phelps Campbell, COP
'69, and his wife Vicki Van Veler,
a

daughter,

Quinn

To Jayna Totten Powell, COP'78,
and her husband Richard, a son, Isaac
Benjamin.
To Ken DeShan, COP '79, and his
wife Peggy DeShan, COP '79, a
daughter, Katie Elizabeth.
To Robert Hanyak, COP '79, and
his wife Martha Cassidy Hanyok,
COP '78, a son, Eric Michael.
To Andre Long, COP '79, and his
wife Michele, a son, Christian
Andre.
To Jennifer Salka Norton, COP
'80, and her husband Larry, a
daughter, Michelle Louise.
To Susan Taggart Passeggi, Con
servatory '80, and her husband Jef
frey Passeggi, COP '77, a daughter,
Nicole Marie.
To Sylvester C. Aguilar, Jr., SBPA
'81, and his wife Jean KnutsenAguilar, twin daughters, Arrionne
Christine and Mia Brittany.
To Karen Kohl Papanek, COP '81,
and her husband Michael D.
Papanek, COP '82, a son, Daniel
Eric.
To Kirk Alderson, SBPA '82, and
his wife Diane Kenyon Silvey, a son,
Michael Andrew.
To Katherine Stevenson Weltner,
Education '82, and her husband
Dave, a son Andrew Donnelly.

McLellan

Campbell.

To Bonnie Kissich Herzog, COP
'71, and her husband Don Herzog,
a daughter, Catherine Blair.
To Stephen D. Bender, COP '72,
and his wife Nancy Davis Bender,
COP '75, a daughter, Jillian Elise.
To John C. Goble, Engineering '72,
and Robin Roberts Goble, a son
Derek lames.
To Linnea Hanson, COP '73, and
her husband Harold Camson, a son,
David Gunnar Camson.
To Wendy Blecha Loftus, Educa
tion '73, and her husband Mark, a
daughter, Chelsea Grace.
To Steven A. Solot, COP '74, and
his wife Denise, a daughter, Liana.
To Karen Simonson Smith, Callison '75, and her husband Don, a son,
Carleton Lyon.
To William McDonald, COP '78,
and his wife Shirley Mannon
McDonald, COP '78, a son, Thomas
Duncan.

MARRIAGES
David A. Lafranki, Pharmacy '77,
and Ann Bermudey.
Shelia A. Wyckoff, COP '79, and
Charles D. Dickey, HI.
Jonathan J. Solari, SBPA '79, and
Gaye Drullard.
Steve Houd, COP '81, and Lindsey
Nunn, COP '81.
Kimberly K. Kakara, SBPA '81,
and Craig A. Roberts.
Kristine G. Miller, COP '83, and
Christopher Mjelde.
Laura L. Saulter, COP '83, and
Robert Ziegenhirt, n.
Anne K. Bug, COP '84, and Kurt
L. Herzog.
Sheryl M. Robinson, COP '85, and
Douglas R. Taylor.
Steven Jesberg, Engineering '86,
and Michelle Morris, COP '86.
Michael C. Staggs, COP '86, and
Deanna Hunter, COP '86.

The MARIN/SAN FRANCISCO Pacific Club
recently enjoyed the Mountain Play Com
pany's performance of The King and 1. They
are inviting local Pacificans to join their steer
ing committee and help plan future events. For
more information, call Leslie Connarn at (415)
381-1226 or Claire Ginesi at (415) 386-6454.

The FRESNO UOP Club is excited about the
prospect of meeting President Atchley at a
reception on Friday evening, Sept. 25. The
gathering will be held at the home of Walt and
Betty Baun. For more information, call Mary
Stockdale at (209) 252-8206.
The HAWAII UOP Club honored alumnus
Dave Brubeck at a reception in Honolulu.
Participants enjoyed the opportunity to meet
Dave and lola at the Pacific Club before their
concert. When the volleyball team travels to
Hawaii, on Oct. 15 and 16, the group hopes
to honor President and Mrs. Atchley at an in
formal gathering. For more information, call
Helen Brinkmann at (808) 942-2448.

The KERN COUNTY Pacific Club is plan
ning a brunch on Sept. 26. Pacificans will have
the opportunity to meet President and Mrs.
Atchley at the event. For more information,
call Kathi Sakamoto at (805) 832-7429 or Bob
"and" ShTrleyTVtStTdnnell'd'f f80S) r^s-orsi.

The SOUTH BAY Pacific Club will come
together for the Chuck Mangione Concert at
the Paul Masson Vineyards on Aug. 8.
Preceding the concert, Nancy Bartlett Green
'52 is opening her home for an hors d' oeuvres
supper. For more information, call Nancy
Nywuist at (408) 258-0849, Bev Bailey at (415)
948-6023 or Jan Lassagne at (408) 446-0597.

The EAST BAY Pacific Club is inviting Con
tra Costa and Alameda County alumni, par
ents and friends to a reception at St. Mary's
College in Moraga on Sept. 20. President and
Mrs. Atchley will be honored at the event.For
more information call Cecelia Williams at
(415) 687-0190 or Stan Lichtenstein at (415)
531-1948.

The LOS ANGELES Pacific Club welcomed
1987 grads as new members at its successful
Huntington Beach Party and invited them to
come to the annual Hollywood Bowl Night
on July 29. Plans have been completed for
their brunch honoring President and Mrs. At
chley. The event will be held at the Hunting
ton Library on Sept. 27.
At their steering committee meeting, the
Pacific Club voted to contribute $1,000 to the
Annual Pacific Fund to sponsor a scholarship
for a southern California UOP student. The
club is now a "Patron of Pacific."
For more information, call Esther Decker
Hebbard at (818) 584-0016.
Elizabeth Corson Sims, '30, sent this nostalgic photo of her brother James
Corson and three other "Bruised Bengals" from the 1926 Pacific football
squad. On crutches, from left to right, are Lehman Odale, '30, Corson, '27,
Percy Dyer, '30, and Lloyd Truman, '28. At left is a healthy Bengal, Everett
Stark, '28.

The SACRAMENTO Valley Pacific Club ex
pects a shipload of UOP alumni, parents and
friends for their River Boat Cruise on Friday,
Aug. 21. Vice President Judy Chambers will
be their special guest on the River City Queen.
In addition, the steering committee met
recently to plan a reception for President Bill
Atchley on Oct. 4. For more information, call
Joanne Casarez at (916) 372-0632.

The newly formed ORANGE COUNTY
Pacific Club enjoyed a cruise of Newport Har
bor with SBPA Dean Elliott Kline as their
special guest. During the cruise UOP parents
Mr. and Mrs. Chan LeFebvre offered to host
the reception for Dr. and Mrs. Atchley in their
home on Sept. 27. For more information, call
Mary Cunningham at (714) 641-5187.

The MONTEREY COUNTY Pacific Club pro
vided housing for UOP's A Cappella Choir
after their spring concert at Robert Louis
Stevenson School. For more information
about future activities, call Wendy Banks at
(408) 624-0317.

The STANISLAUS Pacific Club will introduce
President and Mrs. Atchley to UOP alumni,
parents and friends on Friday evening, Oct.
2. The reception will be held at the home of
Regent Louis F. "Bud" and Jackie Gianelli. For
more information, call Margie Lipsky at (209)
522-6161.
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